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Stranded on Lake Erie ice

LAKE ERIE

8-mile-wide
slab of ice

New Albany man dies; more than 100 fishermen rescued from large floe
fishermen were adrift; many found
their own way off the ice.
Dozens of snowmobiles, ATVs and
THE PLAIN DEALER
other vehicles the anglers rode onto
OAK HARBOR, Ohio — One fisher- the ice also were stranded. Some
later were taken by boat to shore. It’s
man from New Albany died and
about 125 others were rescued from a unclear what will happen to the rest.
Yesterday’s rescue, which involved
sprawling ice floe that broke loose on
western Lake Erie yesterday near the U.S. and Canadian coast guards,
more than a dozen fire departments
Davis-Besse nuclear power plant.
and local volunteers, followed several
At one point, an estimated 500

By D’Arcy Egan and
Michael Sangiacomo

Toledo
DAVIS-BESSE
NUCLEAR
POWER STATION

weeks of the best ice fishing locals
said they had seen in decades.
Leslie Love, 65, of New Albany, was
fishing with his son-in-law and a
friend when Love became ill and they
tried to make their way back to shore
on snowmobiles. Love’s snowmobile
broke through the ice when he was
about 200 yards off shore and
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Source: Associated Press
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See ICE Page A11

LISA DUTTON THE BLADE

Fishermen head to shore on a
Lake Erie ice floe. It broke free
of land yesterday with about
500 people on it.

Stimulus
duel now
House vs.
Senate
Once Senate OKs deal, both
chambers will have to forge
a bill everyone can live with
By David M. Herszenhorn
THE NEW YORK TIMES

JAMES D. DECAMP

WASHINGTON — The Senate agreement
on a roughly $827 billion economic-stimulus
bill sets up tough negotiations with the
House primarily over tens of billions of dollars in aid to states and local governments, in
tax provisions and in education, health and renew Differences
able-energy programs.
between the
Congress is racing to
Senate, House
complete the legislation
bills A10
this week.
The price tag for the
Senate plan is only slightly more than the
$820 billion measure adopted by the House.
Both plans are intended to blunt the recession with a combination of quick-acting tax
cuts to help increase spending by consumers
and businesses, and slower long-term government spending on public-works projects

DISPATCH

Pilot Dogs student Elaine Brittain prepares for an outing while her new friend, Dee Dee, waits patiently.

Meet and greet
Training program begins with introductions
of guide dogs, prospective owners
By Amy Saunders
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

The dog becomes its owner’s
means of navigating the world —
his eyes, his inseparable companion.
But the relationship between
the two doesn’t begin that way.
Raised by a foster family, the
dog has spent more time as an
average pet than a vital leader.
And the person, typically blind
or visually impaired for years,
might not be used to handling an
animal or even taking walks.
The strangers gradually become a team at Pilot Dogs, a
58-year-old West Side school
that’s among 10 in the country
training guide dogs and prospective owners.
The four-week program is a

boot camp of sorts: Students
sleep in twin beds, eat cafeteria
food and train for 12 hours a day,
six days a week — first in the
school’s Town Street neighborhood and, eventually, on COTA
buses and the streets of Downtown.
A test in the final week determines whether students can take
their animals home and be
counted among the 8,000 active
guide-dog users in the United
States — a figure representing

less than 1 percent of the estimated 1.5 million visually impaired
Americans.
The schooling is strenuous,
particularly for those who don’t
work or who tend to stay close to
home. Each year, a handful of the
150 students who enroll quit or
fail the class.
“You see a lot of different
moods as they go through it:
anxiety, excitement, depression,
anxiety again,” said Jay Gray,
executive director of the nonprof-

See STIMULUS Page A10

it organization, which provides
dogs to students at no cost.
“It usually goes smoothly, but
there’s times it just does not.”
Five students — including
three featured in this three-day
package of stories — began the
challenge Nov. 24.
During a two-day orientation,
students practiced walking
around the school and learned
commands they’d need to instruct their dogs.
On the third day, dogs and
students started their training
together.

Ohio mayors
dream big for
stimulus cash
847 public-works projects
far exceed aid state will get

Randy: a world unraveled
To catch up with his slender
dog, 43-year-old Randy Bailey
had to move faster than he had in

By Jill Riepenhoff and Jonathan Riskind
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

urban districts would get healthy
funding increases.
The three poorest districts in
Ohio, and 24 of the bottom 50
based on property value per pupil,
would suffer state-funding cuts
over the next two years. None

Ohio mayors say they can put nearly
100,000 people to work in the next two years
on projects ranging from changing light
bulbs to digging swimming pools.
They just need a few
 Dispatch
billion dollars from the
.com has a
economic-stimulus
searchable
package of more than
list of all requests.
$820 billion that could
win final congressional
approval this week.
The only problem is the total cost of “wish
lists” in Ohio and across the country far
outstrips the money likely to be available for
job-creating, economy-stimulating projects.

See SCHOOL AID Page A4

See MAYORS Page A4

See DOGS Page A6

Some wealthy districts would gain school aid, poor ones lose it
Pickerington schools Treasurer
Dan Griscom sees a $705,000
funding cut over the next two
Gov. Ted Strickland sees his new years.
“It’s puzzling to me how a diseducation plan as a child-centrict like ours would wind up with
tered, evidence-based funding
such dire consequences,” Grisformula designed to build a syscom said, noting that he had been
tem of learning for the 21st
projecting 3 percent annual incentury.

By Jim Siegel and Charlie Boss
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

creases. “At first glance, it does
trouble us greatly.”
Schools officials across the
state, particularly those among
the poorest districts in Ohio, are
trying to get a grip on why they
would receive little or no new
money in the next two years,
while a number of wealthier sub-
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DOGS
FROM PAGE A1

In a stark, temporary bedroom, Phil Jackson finally met
the dog he wasn’t supposed to
have.
Therapists
had discouraged
him from
attending
guide-dog
school, fearing the classes would
overwhelm
Phil Jackson
him. Blind
and partially
deaf for all his 40 years, Phil is
prone to stumbling into walls
and obstacles or mixing up his
lefts and rights.
A dog, though, could help
him navigate his hometown of
Bristol, Va., with the accuracy,
speed and grace not afforded
by his cane.
A dog could lead him to the
pulpit of his small Baptist
church and help him develop
skills for a job that provides
the money his ministry cannot.
Phil had wanted a dog for
years — and now, on the
Wednesday morning before
Thanksgiving, his anticipation
heightened as he awaited her

delivery.
Three hours later, when a
trainer announced the dog’s
arrival, Phil readied himself
immediately, snapping forward in his chair — arms out
and waiting for Corky to fill
them.
The black Labrador bounded into the room, presenting
herself in all her panting,
wagging, jumping glory.
“All right, all right!” Phil
exclaimed as his hands felt for
Corky’s head and nose. “This
puppy cannot realize how long
I’ve waited for this to happen.”
He promptly ignored instructions to remain seated. If
the dog was wiggling her way
toward the door, so was Phil —
on his hands and knees, willing to follow any path that led
to Corky.
“I’ve waited for you forever,”
he repeated.
The meeting was momentous for Corky, too; her release
from five months of training
and kennel life was cause for
celebratory jumping and crying.
Such behavior confused
Phil, who had never owned a
dog — or seen one.
In his deliberate, Southern
drawl, he sought the wisdom

ABOVE: Randy Bailey waits with his new guide dog, Brice, in an exercise yard at Pilot Dogs.
LEFT: Phil Jackson makes friends with Corky.

Training sites
Pilot Dogs, on the West Side,
is one of 10 members of the
U.S. Council of Guide Dog
Schools. Collectively, the
schools (with 11 sites
nationwide) have trained the
8,000 active guide-dog users.

Source: U.S. Council of
Guide Dog Schools
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

Guide Dogs
for the Blind
Boring, Ore. and
San Rafael, Calif.
Guide Dogs
of America
Sylmar, Calif.

Sometimes, a sprightly,
50-pound black Lab is no
match for an 83-year-old who,
when seated, can’t always
reach her feet to the floor.
“Nooo! No, Dee Dee! We
have to wait our turn!” Elaine
Brittain pleaded as her dog
lunged for a door in hopes of
following the just-departed

Guiding Eyes
for the Blind
Yorktown, N.Y.

Pilot Dogs
Columbus

Guide Dogs
of the Desert
Palm Springs, Calif.

of the sighted, asking a trainer:
“When she’s crying like that
and you look at her, do you see
tears coming out?”

Elaine: a ‘lost soul’
searching

Leader Dogs
for the Blind
Rochester, Mich.

Fidelco Guide Dog
Foundation
Bloomfield, Conn.

dog of another student.
At first, Dee
Dee had
seemed just
the friend
Elaine was
seeking: affectionate
and attentive
Elaine Brittain — and, as a
bonus, petite
and dark.
“I can see you better,”
Elaine told the squirming dog
upon meeting her. “And you’re
little and short – just my size,

The Seeing Eye
Morristown, N.J.

Guide Dog
Foundation
for the Blind
Smithtown, N.Y.

Southeastern
Guide Dogs
Palmetto, Fla.

yes. You’re going to live with
me and be my helper because
I need a bunch of help, Dee
Dee.”
Only minutes into knowing
the dog, though, Elaine was
fighting for control. And the
day before, even without Dee
Dee yanking on her, she had
lost her balance and fallen
during a walk outside.
“I’m afraid I’ll fall again,”
she told a trainer, her voice
quivering. “What worries me
is she’s so strong. Will she
settle down? I sure don’t want
to fall.”

Concerns about her physical abilities had plagued
Elaine long before she arrived
at Pilot Dogs. She suffers from
painful arthritis and degenerative vision that has turned
her world into blurs and
patches.
Until recently, the 10-year
widow had been content to
live alone in the Highland
County city of Hillsboro. She
made regular trips to the salon, the post office and, on
occasion, to a bar for countrymusic night and margaritas.
She had been more lonely
than independent, though,
since autumn, when her boxer, Rocky, died of cancer.
“I’ve been a lost soul ever
since,” she said. “He was a
wonderful, wonderful dog; he
surely was. I never went anywhere without him.”
With her sight worsening,
she applied to Pilot Dogs at
the urging of friends from her
beauty shop. A companion
could make her happier —
and maybe extend her life. Her
mother, after all, lived to age
95.
“I’m not giving up yet,”
Elaine said. “But if I don’t get
another dog, I might.”
asaunders@dispatch.com
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Rich St.

Pilot Dogs

. 625 W. Town St.
t Ave
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 A foster family can raise a
future Pilot Dog for about a
year, starting when the puppy
is 7 to 10 weeks old. Guide-dog
puppies are raised like pets —
with housebreaking, obedience classes and exposure to

Town St.

ll St.

02-08-09

To raise a puppy

McDowe

 About 90 percent of the
school guide dogs come from
breeding programs, but Pilot
Dogs also accepts private donations of dogs.
 The school uses seven
breeds: German shepherd,
Doberman pinscher, boxer,
Labrador retriever, golden
retriever, vizsla and standard
poodle.
 Females between 50 and 60

different people and places.
 Pilot Dogs provides a leash,
collar and brush, and reimburses families for veterinary
and obedience-school costs
(but not for food).
 When the puppy reaches 12
to 14 months of age, it returns
to Pilot Dogs for three to five
months of guide-dog training.
About half won’t make the cut.
Breeders get first dibs on
adopting those dogs, followed
by the puppy raiser and then
those on a public waiting list.

St.

To donate a dog

pounds are preferred. Dogs
between 14 and 30 months old
are accepted for a probationary period while their temperament and training potential
are evaluated.

re
Skidmo

Ohio 43215.

t.

money provided by Lions
Clubs International and the
rest from memberships and
donations.
Want to help?
The school also relies on dog
From puppyhood to Pilot
donations and puppy raisers.
Dogs, training and placing a
Potential volunteers can
guide dog with an owner costs
learn more by calling 614-221about $8,000.
6367or visiting www.pilotdogBut the dog — including
transportation to the West Side s.org. The basics:
school and four weeks of classTo donate money
es — is free to students.
The nonprofit agency oper Checks, payable to Pilot
ates on a $1.4 million annual
Dogs Inc., should be sent to
budget, with 20 percent of the 625 W. Town St., Columbus,
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH
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Public can lend a hand in a variety of ways
By Amy Saunders

DISPATCH PHOTOS
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Phil: a long wait ended

JAMES D. DECAMP

RIVE

four years.
During that time, in fact,
he’d hardly left his apartment.
He had no reason to leave.
His life had deteriorated in
just nine months — his health,
his marriage and, ultimately,
his sight.
First, a rare stomach infection ravaged his body, leaving but 100 pounds on his
6-foot frame.
Then,
weakened by
the illness as
well as his
lifelong struggle with diabetes, Randy
in early 2004
suffered what
he later
Randy Bailey
learned was a
series of
strokes.
His vision, a little out of
sorts initially, was gone by that
July.
Meanwhile, his wife — the
mother of his four children —
divorced him after 16 years of
marriage.
And, shortly after he moved
out of the house with the family’s Shetland sheepdog, Rowdy was attacked and killed by a
friend’s much-larger Akita.
Darkness and depression
overcame Randy in a Greenville, Ill., senior center — the
Pilot Dogs trainees and their dogs gather for lunch.
only apartment he could find
at the time of the divorce, the
one he has rarely left since.
“I was mad at the world, and
I was scared to death,” he said.
“I cried a lot, I did; I was devastated. I still am, to a certain
degree.”
As Randy’s emotions eased,
he began thinking of rejoining
the world he once knew — as a
graduate of Northwestern
University, as a high-school
math teacher and, for the
previous 20 years, as a finedining chef.
Heeding advice given a year
earlier by his teenage daughter, Kayla, he finally made a
move by enrolling at Pilot
Dogs.
“I’m ready to get back living
again,” he said. “There’s gotta
be more for me than just sitting in my apartment 24 hours
a day. There’s gotta be.”
Randy found his opportunity on that first-day walk with
Brice, as the vizsla, a lean
breed of Hungarian stock,
pulled him around the block
fast — enjoyably fast.
Afterward, the dog — which
had cowered nervously upon
meeting him — was jumping
onto his chair, body wiggling,
her face in his.
For the first time in two
hours, he’d stopped petting
her; she wanted his attention.
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OSU part
of testing
dementia
treatment

The anti-Bush plates brought some criticism, and someone scratched both
sides of his car with a key when he had the Hillary Clinton plate.

Big trial of Alzheimer’s drug
gives area patient hope of cure
By Misti Crane
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

tive.”
The criticism and even the
key-scratching don’t seem to get
under Council’s skin: “I’m not
going to let anybody take away
my right to do this.”
The BMV treats political
messages on license plates like
any other vanity statement.
Bureau spokeswoman Lindsey
Bohrer said the messages go
before a board that determines
whether they would be offensive

Sarah Kret is chatty, funny and fit and seems
younger than her 62 years, all of which makes
the disease ravaging her brain hard to believe
and sad to contemplate.
Kret is one of as many as 5 million Americans
with Alzheimer’s disease.
She’s also at the heart of a movement to find
something — anything — to halt, reverse or even
prevent the illness, which is the sixth-leading
cause of death in the country.
Kret is participating in a
test of an experimental
“I’m hoping and
treatment against the
praying. You
plaque that clogs the
brains of Alzheimer’s paknow the altients. Ohio State University Medical Center is
ternative, and I
one of about 200 locations
don’t want to go
in the United States and
Canada testing the drug,
there.”
which is a second-generation attempt by the Irish SARAH KRET
pharmaceutical company patient in test
Elan.
Earlier this decade, the
company studied a vaccine but halted research
when about one in 20 participants developed
brain inflammation.
The vaccine involved injections of a toxic substance called beta amyloid and was thought to
hold promise because it could prompt the body
to make antibodies against the substance.
Beta amyloid is responsible for the plaques
associated with the disease, which also is characterized by tangles of another protein called tau.
Scientists still are working to figure out precisely
what role each one plays.
After ending the first study, “they went back

See PLATES Page A4

See ALZHEIMER’S Page A4

JEFF HINCKLEY DISPATCH

Developer Michael Council shows off license plates expressing his opinion of George W. Bush, Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama.

Juggling plates
Columbus man gets new license tags to express his viewpoints
his opinions free, but he’s equally willing to shell out about $45
to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles
to let his car do the talking.
ichael Council is a
And talk it does. During the
man of strongly held
and freely expressed presidency of George W. Bush,
Council’s car blared “DUMP W,”
opinions, but he
“NO BUSH” and “W LIED.”
doesn’t want to gunk up his
shiny black Mercedes with bum- During last year’s presidential
campaign, his license plates
per stickers.
evolved along with his allegiancHis solution?
License plates. Lots of license es: “HILRY 08,” “OBAMA OK”
and finally “BR OBAMA.”
plates.
The BMV puts no limit on the
Council, a 59-year-old Short
North developer, will gladly offer numer of times a car-owner

By James Nash
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CONGRESSIONAL TALKS

Stimulus
plan teeters
as partisan
lines stiffen
By Jim Kuhnhenn
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President Barack
Obama plunges into a difficult test of
his leadership this week, struggling to
get a divided Congress to agree on his
economic-recovery package while
pitching a new plan to ease loans to
consumers and businesses.
The Senate’s $827 billion stimulus
legislation seems assured narrow passage by Tuesday. Harder work for Obama and the Democrats comes in the
days ahead, when
the House and SenTONIGHT
ate attempt to recon- ON TV
cile differences between their versions.  President ObaObama and Dem- ma will hold his
first prime-time
ocratic leaders had
news conference
hoped to have a bill
at 8 p.m. A4
ready for the president’s signature by
Feb. 16 — a deadline
that grows more challenging by the day.
At the Treasury Department, Secretary Timothy Geithner delayed the
unveiling of a new bailout framework
for financial institutions from today to
Tuesday to let the administration focus
on the stimulus legislation.
Geithner is considering steps to
broaden the use of a new lending facility at the Federal Reserve, provide government guarantees to help banks deal
See STIMULUS Page A4

switches license plates.
Despite his blunt opinions,
Council said he rarely gets yelled
at, gestured toward or otherwise
upbraided for his license plates.
The anti-Bush plates brought
some criticism, he said, and
someone scratched both sides of
his car with a key when he had
the Hillary Clinton plate.
“Especially DUMP W and NO
BUSH — a lot of people took
offense, I mean people who like
Bush,” Council said. “But about
95 percent of it has been posi-

Parents won’t give up on college dream
Statewide program
gets families rolling
in search for aid

Gloria Woodard of the East Side
said she’d give up her home to enroll her daughter in college this fall.
“I’d do what it takes,” Woodard
said.
Gloria and her daughter, India,
were among more than 100 families
By Debbie Gebolys
at DeVry University on the South
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH
Side yesterday seeking help in applying for college grants and loans.
Even if the financial future is
Statewide, 40 schools and colleguncertain, parents of soon-to-be
high-school graduates say their kids es hosted families for College Goal
Sunday, helping them fill out the
will be college students no matter
Free Application for Federal Stuwhat.

dent Aid. Last year, more than 3,100
Ohioans took advantage of the help
offered by the Ohio Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators.
The government requires those
seeking student loans to complete
the forms, which are similar to a tax
return. The forms are sent on to the
student’s prospective colleges,
where financial-aid packages are
pieced together and offered to
students.
India wants to attend Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y.,
or Muskingum College in New
Concord with a double major in
engineering and psychology and a
minor in business management.
She’s in the gifted-and-talented
program at Eastmoor Academy, has
an architectural engineering internship at Moody-Nolan Inc. and a
full schedule of sports and cultural
activities.
Gloria called India her “one and
See COLLEGE Page A4

Peaks and valleys
Training intensity leaves guide-dog students
on an emotional roller coaster
By Amy Saunders
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

JAMES D. DECAMP

DISPATCH

Elaine Brittain and Dee Dee prepare for a
walk. The plaque behind them honors
Charles W. Medick, a Pilot Dogs founder.

02-09-09

Eventually, they travel to stores,
ride buses and cross busy Downtown streets like anyone else.
To start, though, guide dogs and
their new handlers learn to find
doors, to turn left or right, to stop
at the end of sidewalks — all in an
effort to develop walking skills that
the sighted take for granted.
Working up to street crossings
takes repetition and patience during a four-week stay at Pilot Dogs, a
West Side training school for guide
dogs and blind or visually impaired
people who would own them.
At 7 a.m. six days a week, students gather for breakfast before
starting 12 hours of obedience
classes, lectures and walks lasting
30 minutes to 2 hours.

PAGE A1

Students venture out one or two
at a time, with their dogs leading the
way and a trainer giving instructions
and monitoring their progress.
Before accepting about 150 students a year, the nonprofit school
reviews applications as well as medical and personal references, hoping
to select those with the health and
personality to withstand the commitment.
Most applicants are accepted to
Pilot Dogs or another school, but
the physical and emotional demands of the training inevitably
prove too much for a few students,
who quit or fail the class each year.
For the five enrolled in the final
class of 2008, the second and third
weeks proved increasingly challenging.
See TRAINING Page A6
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What-ifs
haunted
Hudson
pilot

TRAINING
FROM PAGE A1
Fatigued from walking and
aching from arthritis, Elaine
Brittain, an 83-year-old widow from Hillsboro, worried
that her age matters more
than her efforts during the
program.
Randy Bailey, on the other
hand, felt as if he were coming back to life — taking long
walks for the first time since
illness and misfortune five
years ago left the 43-year-old
blind and alone in Greenville,
Ill.
And for Phil Jackson, 40,
partial deafness along with
complete blindness severely
hindered his abilities to walk
and control the dog he wanted for his life as a pastor in
Bristol, Va.
This story tells of the trio’s
training experiences in the
two weeks starting Nov. 27.

Still, decision
to land in river
was ‘only viable’
option, he says
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Elaine: proceeding
with caution
The homeless man wanted
money from her, of all people
— the little, 83-year-old
hunched over in jeans a couple of inches too short, walking down the street with her
guide dog.
Both Elaine Brittain and
Dee Dee brushed past him,
silent and unfazed.
During
training, a
handler’s
focus must
remain on
the walk —
distractions,
after all, are
everywhere.
“Find the
Elaine Brittain curb,” Elaine
instructed
the black
Labrador retriever, who led
her to the sidewalk’s end.
Elaine slid her right foot
over the brink to determine
the crossing’s identity: Is it a
street? An alley? A parking lot?
Or a dangerous piece of uneven pavement?
Determining her whereabouts, she directed Dee Dee
to turn right as the two continued through the West Side
neighborhood near Pilot
Dogs.
Unknowing, Elaine headed
toward a second obstruction:
two cars on a sidewalk,
parked nonchalantly outside
an auto-repair shop.
It was up to Dee Dee to
steer her master around the
vehicles — and up to Elaine
to follow the dog’s chosen
route: muddy, uneven ground
between the cars and a concrete wall of the shop.
“She’s so good; Dee Dee,
you’re such a good dog,”
Elaine said — not that she
usually tells the dog otherwise.
A week after Elaine and Dee
Dee met, their work together
was turning from frightening
to fruitful.
Less often was Dee Dee
bolting toward other dogs or
students, to the terror of her
elderly caretaker. And on
occasions when Dee Dee still
acted like a puppy, Elaine was
quicker to correct her with a
sharp “No!” and a jerk on her
leash.
Still, Elaine constantly reminded herself that she
thought — no, she knew —
that she is too old for four
weeks of such intense training.
“The stress is bad; I’m just
nervous,” she said. “When I’m
tired, I have trouble because
I’m weak and I’m not used to
all this exercise.”
With some classmates now
covering up to 2 miles, Elaine
often noted how much slower
she was on simple trips
around the block. No matter
that most of the other students were half Elaine’s age;
she was bothered by her lack
of progress.
At the end of the second
week, Elaine’s physical condition became more unstable.
Tangled in Dee Dee’s leash,
she fell in the school lobby
and smacked her head so
hard that she was unsure
what had happened.
The rest of the day, she
wasn’t her usual, feisty self.
Rather than bantering with
her classmates during lunch,
she ate mostly in silence,
speaking up only to complain
of soreness from the fall and
stiffness from arthritis.
The next week, Elaine still
spoke of the spill as something of historical significance
— how it made her wary, even
more than she already was, to
walk Dee Dee in the slippery
December conditions.
“I’m still afraid, and I’m
counting the days till I go
home,” she said. “It seems
like we’ve been here a long

JAMES D. DECAMP

DISPATCH PHOTOS

With trainer Mike Tessmer watching closely, Elaine Brittain feels for a curb during an outing with her guide dog, Dee Dee.

time.”
Elaine and her classmates
had 11 days to go.

Randy: on cruise control
A dog’s responsibilities end
here, at the tangling of highways where the sounds of
speeding cars overwhelm all
other noise.
Now that
Brice had
guided her
handler to
this place —
a West Side
entrance
ramp to I-70
and I-71 on
Town Street
— Randy
Randy Bailey
Bailey listened for the
traffic he could not see.
A rush of cars heard to one
side of the pedestrian suggests nothing in front — signaling an opportunity to
cross the street.
Discovering that moment
can be nerve-racking and
time-consuming — especially
at this crossing, marred by the
noisy Rt. 315 overpass above.
As Randy and Brice, a vizsla, waited for their chance, a
truck breezed by them and
caused the collar of Randy’s
jacket to flutter open.
“Whoa, that was close,” he
said, stepping back in recognition of the danger.
Several minutes passed
before Randy could make the
call, cross the street and continue the walk back to Pilot
Dogs.
Before long, though, he
regained a quick pace that
had, at times, put him more
than 50 yards ahead of classmate Kevin Dickson.
Near the end of the walk,
trainer Wayne Mathys
quizzed his two students on
their location.
“Are we at State and … ?”
Kevin began, describing an
intersection a few blocks
away.
“Town and Grubb,” Randy
interrupted, providing the
correct answer.
In his second week, Randy
— blind for four years, fewer
years than any of his classmates — was proving himself
a confident walker with a
keen, natural sense of direction.
Adjusting to blindness,
caused by a stroke at age 39,
has taken much longer.
A therapist taught him to
walk with a cane and provided him with devices that

Randy Bailey gives Brice a little loving.
detect the color of a shirt and
the denomination of currency. A personal assistant
helps him with errands and
finances.
Still, Randy bloodies and
burns his fingers when trying
to cook, as he did during his
20 years as a fine-dining chef.
He isn’t yet proficient at reading Braille.
And despite his walking
abilities, he had tripped and
fallen several times at Pilot
Dogs, twisting both ankles.
Yet Randy was determined
to excel with Brice. He’d always been a perfectionist,
and this time he needed these
skills to impress others, too.
His four children — ages 13
to 17 — didn’t know that their
father had left Illinois to enroll in guide-dog school.
The dog was to be a surprise for the kids, who’ve
struggled watching the toll
that blindness has taken on
him.
“I can tell it in their voices
— this intimidates them,” he
said, pointing to the dark
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sunglasses that never leave
his face. “This is not what
they’re used to.”

Phil: a bumpy ride
Literally out of the school
gate, Phil Jackson started
making mistakes.
He turned the wrong direction, dropped his dog’s harness and spun in circles as he
tried to recover.
Trainer
Mike Tessmer
offered corrections as
loud as his
voice would
let him. But
illness had
Phil Jackson
reduced his
shouting that
day to a hoarse whisper —
and Phil, partially deaf since
birth, strained to hear him
under normal circumstances.
At the first two curbs on the
walk, Phil aimlessly continued
into the street instead of stopping and turning to remain
on the sidewalk.
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He stepped on Corky’s feet,
making the black Lab yelp,
and tripped badly enough
that Mike had to grab and
steady him.
The blindness and deafness
impairing his balance, Phil
then veered into the street
while crossing an alley —
unable to sense his own direction.
“Stop! You’re in the street!”
Mike said. “Phil, you’re a little
unsafe, OK?”
During the second week of
class, Phil was frequently
disoriented inside and outside the building — becoming
lost on the way to his room,
crashing into chairs, prompting classmates and dogs to
scramble out of his way.
And with Phil focusing so
much on his own travel, Corky’s movements often became
an afterthought.
Without daily reminders of
the rules, guide dogs can
revert to typical-dog behavior,
ignoring duties and commands in favor of inspecting
smells and surroundings.
Returning from the walk,
Corky darted toward another
student’s dog while Phil
trailed silently behind her.
Mike, watching the lack of
control, threw his hands up in
frustration.
“We blundered a couple of
times this morning,” Phil
casually acknowledged after
the walk. “But I’m not upset
with that; it’s my own stupid
fault.”
The next week, though, Phil
started to recognize that his
problems might be unfixable.
At times, he couldn’t hear
the quiet engines of latemodel cars or judge the distance between him and oncoming traffic.
And although his “Corkster” was sweet and kind,
willing to let Phil nap on her,
she nonetheless was a spunky, young dog with her own
agenda.
So Phil began speaking of
not passing the class — of the
possibility that he might return to Virginia and his
church without the dog he’d
wanted for so long.
“If it’s meant to be, if Corky
is meant to be a part of my
future life and my ministry,”
he said, “it will happen. If not,
it won’t.
“But I know right now I’d
love to take this puppy home,
I really would, because we
have bonded so well.”
asaunders@dispatch.com

NEW YORK — The pilot
who ditched his jetliner in
the Hudson River and saved
the lives of everyone on
board said he had a “sickening” feeling when a flock of
birds disabled both engines
with violent thuds, crippling
the plane at 3,000 feet over
the nation’s most populous
city.
Capt. Chesley B. “Sully”
Sullenberger said in an interview with CBS’ 60 Minutes
that the sound of the geese
hitting the plane and the
subsequent burning smell
entering the cabin was
“shocking.”
“Oh, you could hear
them,” he said. “Loud
thumps. It felt like the airplane being pelted by heavy
rain or hail. It sounded like
the worst thunderstorm I’d
ever heard growing up in
Texas.
The interview with Sullenberger and the four other
crew members was broadcast yesterday. It was their
first since US Airways Flight
1549 crash-landed Jan. 15.
Sullenberger said that after
the emergency landing, he
lay awake at night secondguessing his performance,
even though all 155 people
aboard survived.
He said he initially had
trouble forgiving himself
because he thought he could
have done something different in that “critical situation.”
“The first few nights were
the worst,” Sullenberger said.
“When the ‘what ifs’ started.”
He said he no longer regrets his actions that day,
calling his decision to land in
the river “the only viable
alternative” to attempting a
return to LaGuardia Airport
or landing at Teterboro Airport in New Jersey.
Sullenberger said he knew
he had to touch down with
the wings level and the nose
slightly up, and “at a descent
rate that was survivable.”
“Did you, at any point,
pray?” CBS’ Katie Couric
asked.
“I would imagine somebody in back was taking care
of that for me while I was
flying the airplane,” he said.
The flight attendants said
they didn’t know they were
landing in the water until it
happened.
“When I got out of my seat
and saw that water, it was the
most shocked I’ve ever been
in my life,” flight attendant
Doreen Welsh said, adding
that her emotions “had gone
through, within seconds,
accepting death and seeing
life.”
She said she then “went
crazy” and started yelling
and pushing people to get
them out because the impact
had torn a hole in the plane’s
tail and water was pouring
into the cabin.
“And as I was getting up, I
thought I might actually
live,” Welsh said. “’Cause a
second ago, I thought I was
gone.”
Sullenberger landed the
plane near two ferry terminals, and rescue boats appeared within minutes to
take the 150 passengers and
five crew members to safety.
When the pilot got official
confirmation that everyone
had survived, “I felt like the
weight of the universe had
been lifted off my heart,” he
said.
The crew met some of the
passengers and their relatives at a reunion in Charlotte, N.C., the flight’s destination.
“More than one woman
came up to me and said,
‘Thank you for not making
me a widow,’” Sullenberger
said. “‘Thank you for allowing my 3-year-old son to
have a father.’”
One passenger asked Sullenberger to sign his shirt.
“Where, right there?” Sullenberger asked. “You got it.
Let me make it big and bold.”
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The Columbus City Council, as promised, approved deep budget cuts last night.
Taking a hit: festivals, police training, crime patrols, rec centers and yard-waste collection.

Obama
seeks
quick
action

Cuts hit home
By Robert Vitale

Here’s when you’ll feel the pain:

President makes
public appeal
to stem crisis

March 1: More than 1,100 nonunion
city workers, including Mayor Michael
B. Coleman and other elected officials,
won’t get their 2009 pay raises.
March 6: Women’s Health Center
West, which offers prenatal care to
poor women, will close. Columbus
Public Health already has ended drugtreatment services geared toward
Latinos and black men.
Mid-March: Twelve city workers hit by
the last round of layoffs will be out of a
job.

By Ken Herman
COX NEWS SERVICE

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama, in a primetime White House appeal
yesterday and a mid-America
field trip, pushed for quick
congressional approval of an
economic-stimulus package
that he pitched as the last
chance to avoid catastrophe.
The pending crisis, he said at
an Indiana town-hall meeting,
could be so deep and so dire
that “we may be unable to
reverse it.”
“We can’t afford to wait,”
Obama said in Elkhart, Ind.
“We can’t wait to see and hope
for the best. We can’t posture
and bicker and resort to the
same failed ideas that got us
into this mess in the first
place.”
Later yesterday, in his first
prime-time White House news
conference, Obama said the
government is the nation’s only
hope in tackling the economic
crisis.
“It is absolutely true that we

JAMES D. DECAMP
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The Milo-Grogan Recreation Center was the first of 11 centers to be
closed throughout the city.

Saturday: The Davis Youth Performing
Arts Center and 10 recreation centers
— Barack, Feddersen, Glenwood,
Holton, Indian Mound, Krumm Park,
Martin Janis, Sawyer, Sullivant Garden
and Tuttle Park — will shut down. The
Milo-Grogan Recreation Center closed
in January because of early staff reductions.
Feb. 22: Last day for most of the 130
city workers who received layoff notices
in January. Some had enough seniority
to bump into the jobs of co-workers,
who will lose their positions later.

See OBAMA Page A4

Strickland
opposes
Senate
bailout bill
Proposal would
hurt states, he says

JAMES D. DECAMP
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Feb. 26: Last day on the job for 27
police recruits who’ve completed
training but won’t join the force.
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April: The Community Crime Patrol,
which has had city funding cut by 57
percent, will reduce its presence in the
six neighborhoods where it operates:
the University District and southern
Clintonville, the Hilltop and Franklinton, and German Village and Merion
Village. Patrols will end on the Olentangy and Alum Creek trails.

ISTOCKPHOTOS.COM

May: A summer police strike force,
which pays officers overtime to increase their presence in high-crime
neighborhoods, won’t hit the streets.
June 1: More than 1,500 Columbus
firefighters won’t get a 4 percent pay
raise included in a contract signed last
year.
June: Just four of 10 city swimming
pools — Dodge, Marion-Franklin, Tuttle
and another not yet determined — will
open this summer.
Mid-June: The sofas abandoned during Ohio State University students’
year-end exodus will stay in University
District alleyways a little longer. Weekly
sweeps through alleys are being scaled
back by the Public Service Department.

DORAL CHENOWTH III DISPATCH
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By Jonathan Riskind
WASHINGTON — Gov. Ted
Strickland says the $827 billion stimulus package the
Senate is expected to approve
today would be “hugely
harmful” to Ohio.
Because the revamped
measure reduces money for
states, it now threatens Ohio
with a tuition increase for 40
percent of public-college
students, the loss of thousands of state- and localgovernment jobs, closure of
two “medium-sized” prisons,
and 50,000 fewer people
receiving mental-health services, the governor said yesterday.
Strickland’s budget calls for
using at least $5.4 billion in
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April: The Public Service Department
plans limited pickup of grass clippings
and other yard waste during peak
months that also include May, October
and November. The weekly service has
been suspended since Feb. 1.

Late June: Festival Latino won’t be
held unless other sources of money
can be found.
July 24: Jazz & Rib Fest won’t be held
unless other sources of money can be
found.
July and August: Outdoor summer
concerts sponsored by the Recreation
and Parks Department — the Short
North Sunday Jazz series, Topiary
Garden Concerts and Rhythm on the
River — won’t take place.
December: Classes of 50 police and
30 fire recruits have been eliminated.
No recruit classes began in December
2008, either.

Columbus City Council
members approved a 2009
budget last night, and they
don’t like it any more than
you do.
“We are not the federal
government … where we get
to print the money,” said
Council President Michael C.
Mentel. “We cannot overspend. We cannot hope the
money will come.”
Instead, Columbus’
$630.5 million general-fund
budget makes cuts.
The city will spend
$22.6 million less this year
than it did in 2008. The budget is
$95.9 milON THE
lion less
WEB
than what
officials said  An interactive
was needed look at the city
budget is at
to keep up
Dispatch.com.
with rising
costs and
increasing
demand for city services in
2009.
Columbus will have about
80 fewer police officers by the
time the year ends, because
the budget lets 27 recruits go
and cancels classes that
would have trained more
people to replace retirees.
A third of the city’s neighborhood recreation centers
— 11 in total, plus a youth
theater program and a senior-run crafts shop — will
shut down this weekend.
Fewer than half the city’s
swimming pools will open
come summer.
More than 140 city workers
will lose their jobs between
late February and midMarch. The last 12 should get
their 30-day notice by Friday.
Outside social-service
agencies that offer food and
shelter, medical care, job
training, drug treatment and
other programs received a bit
of a reprieve in annual grants
that had faced a 21 percent
cut.
Councilwoman Charleta B.
Tavares said $1 million, from
See CUTS Page A4

Stimulus bill may give auto buyers a break
But income-tax deduction for purchases
won’t help in the short term, critics say

January, with new-car sales
down 36 percent from the
same month last year, according to registration data gathered by Autoview Online.
break for new-car buyers, one
By Dan Gearino
“If the auto industry is doing
that could save them thouTHE COLUMBUS DISPATCH
sands of dollars. It’s a plan that well, the national economy
does better,” said Sen. Sherrod
supporters say is desperately
These deals are better than
Brown, D-Ohio. “Any way we
needed.
ever.
can get people to make major
Auto dealers are suffering
No, that’s not your local car
from a prolonged downturn, as purchases — especially madedealer talking. It’s one of your
many people continue to delay in-America major purchases —
U.S. senators.
The federal stimulus package making major purchases. Cen- it puts a lot of people to work.”
One dealer that would benenow includes an $11 billion tax tral Ohio dealers had a dreadful

fit called the tax break “the
right move” for the economy.
The auto industry can’t stand
many more months as bad as
January, said Matt Bonanno,
general manager of Jim Keim
Ford on the West Side.
“We feel that we’ve seen the
bottom, and now we can look
forward, hopefully, to a gradual
incline,” he said.
But some auto analysts worSee AUTO BUYERS Page A4

THE HOT
ISSUE
 Would a tax
break make you more
likely to buy a new car in
2009? Comment at
Dispatch.com.

 Big cuts at Chrysler,
GM feared as viability
deadline nears C10

Trials and triumphs
Some students go home with dogs; others must try again
By Amy Saunders
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

The four weeks of Pilot Dogs training
culminate in the day that students head
home — with or without a guide dog.
For 12 hours a day, six days a week, students and dogs at the West Side school
develop a relationship that can provide the
mobility and the confidence to change a
blind person’s life.
The dogs don’t become theirs, though,
until the students prove their skills in a
walking test Downtown. While critiqued
by a silent observer, a handler and canine
must board a bus, cross streets and enter a
store without help.

In the days before the test, the pressure
built for the school’s final class of 2008,
including some students with health or
abilities that seemed increasingly uncertain.
A sick, sore and tired Elaine Brittain, 83,
thought of giving up — even if it meant
returning home to Hillsboro without her
dog, Dee Dee.
Phil Jackson, a 40-year-old pastor from
Bristol, Va., feared that he and Corky
lacked the discipline needed to pass the
class.
And, though confident about the test,
Randy Bailey, 43, of Greenville, Ill., had
See PILOT DOGS Page A6
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Kevin Dixon, left, with Nelson, Randy Bailey with Brice and trainer Mike Tessmer wait for a COTA bus to take them back to Guide Dogs.
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Reporter
follows in
footsteps
of blind

JAMES D. DECAMP

Randy Bailey and his guide dog, Brice, ride a COTA bus Downtown. The two are now a permanent team.
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PILOT DOGS
FROM PAGE A1
another one looming: that of
a divorced dad trying to impress his four children.
The three — along with
two other classmates — faced
their fates on Dec. 17 and 18.

Elaine: against the odds
Freezing rain pounded on
Elaine Brittain’s metallic-blue coat
and soaked
Dee Dee’s fur
as the pair
shuffled
down High
Street.
“How you
doing?” trainElaine Brittain er Mike
of Hillsboro
Tessmer
asked.
“I’m still with ya,” Elaine
replied meekly.
Sore from a fall and from
arthritis, and now weary from
a bad cold, 83-year-old Elaine
was growing more reluctant
to walk — especially Downtown.
She mentioned repeatedly
that her little hometown
didn’t have buses and escalators. So what if Downtown
Columbus did? She hadn’t
been there since 1945.
Skipping the Downtown
test wasn’t an option, though,
if she wanted to go home
with her black Lab. She had
to practice, despite her fear of
the icy conditions.
As she waited for a bus,
Elaine asked Mike to catch
her if she fell.
“Well, sure, but it’ll cost
ya,” he joked, trying to
brighten her mood.
Her worry — the one she’d
had all along during the
training — proved wellfounded as she stepped off
the bus, climbing down the
last and biggest step.
“Ooh!” she cried in pain as
her left knee buckled, launching her forward into Mike’s
waiting arms.
Steadying her on the sidewalk beside him, Mike took
Dee Dee’s leash as the bus
drove away.
Elaine shriveled her face in
despair, beginning to cry.
“You did great, Elaine,”
Mike said softly.
As the test approached,
Elaine became discouraged,
so tired and sick that she
began saying she didn’t care
whether she passed. Going
home was her only goal.
When the big day arrived
— following a night of freezing rain — she was relieved
to learn that the students
would be spared the bus
portion of the test.
A school van dropped
Elaine off at Long and High
streets so that she could head
south toward the CVS store
she would visit as part of the
test.
Despite her fatigue and the
slippery streets, she crossed
four roadways and entered
the store problem-free. She
and Dee Dee had taken on
the real world independently,
just as they were supposed to.
Within 24 hours, Elaine

Elaine Brittain and Dee Dee cross a street in Franklinton near Pilot Dogs Inc. during their walk, followed closely by trainer
Wayne Mathys. Elaine, 83, passed her test though sore from a fall and arthritis, and weary from a bad cold.

Randy: full speed ahead
When Randy Bailey’s children called him on his birthday in December, he revealed
the secret he’d been keeping
from them for three weeks:
He was in Ohio, working to
obtain a guide dog.
He was taking charge of his
life for the first time since
losing his sight five years
earlier.
So instead of visiting him
the day he turned 43, the
four kids — ages 13 to 17 —
planned to greet Randy at his
apartment when he returned
home to Illinois with Brice, a
vizsla.
Now that Randy looked
forward to walking — or
doing anything, for
that matter
— their
monthly
Barb Pace greets Randy Bailey, right, as she and her husband, Tony, left, pick up Randy to go
visits could
home after he completed his training with Brice. Bailey looks forward to a more active life.
be more
active.
School officials recognized
Randy is
oncoming traffic.
learned that she passed the
considering
And failed the test — again. problems between Phil and
test (trainers considered prea move to
Phil and Corky weren’t safe Corky but hoped the pair
vious bus experiences in
would click in the final week Randy Bailey
his hometogether. They’d proved as
deciding a student’s outof Illinois
town of
much during two tests — the — it has happened before.
come).
This time, though, the differBloomfirst one and a next-day reHer confidence returning,
ences couldn’t be overcome.
ington, Ill., where opportunitake — by walking toward
she playfully announced to
“The dog basically got
ties are greater than those in
cars and wandering out of
her classmates: “I’m going
bored with the work,” said
the one-stoplight town of
crosswalks.
home, kids!”
Jay Gray, executive director of Greenville. He might even
After his
Elaine looked forward to
Pilot Dogs. “It wasn’t (Phil’s)
return to school, become a
four-week
some rest after a demanding
fault; it was the team’s fault.” teacher again.
effort, then,
and draining four weeks.
Corky, he said, might better
The plans are certainly
Phil would
She’d cried from pain, both
nothing like the future Randy
return home serve someone with more
physical and emotional, but
skill and experience.
imagined when his blindness
without the
she didn’t resent the times
Phil had envisioned Corky
set in. He and his wife had
dog he’d
that made her almost quit.
lying at his side as he
recently divorced, and, dewanted for
From the suffering came
preached about healing and
spite his introverted nature,
so many
the joy of Dee Dee, a new
hope that first Sunday back
he could do little by himself.
years.
best friend.
Phil Jackson
at church.
“I figured I’d sit in darkness
Pilot Dogs
“It’s sure been an experiof Virginia
As much as he’d loved and until the Lord called me
trainers recence,” Elaine said just before
bonded with his black Lab,
home,” he said. “I was scared
ommended
leaving for Hillsboro. “But it’s
though, Phil wasn’t discourto death.”
that Phil spend three to six
one I’m real glad I took.”
aged by returning to Virginia
Now, with Brice, he won’t
weeks at a rehabilitation
Phil: too many obstacles
alone, only thankful that he
be sitting or waiting.
center for the blind, a place
Nor will he be alone.
On a busy Downtown street where he’d already trained for had another chance.
“If you’ve been as blind as
“It’s a new chapter,” he
much of 2005.
corner, Phil made his final
long as I have, for 40 years…, said. “Actually, it’s a whole
Then, with his improved
bid for a guide dog.
there’s nothing more exhilnew book.
walking and traffic skills, he
“Corky, forward!” he de“I know this will change my
could return to Pilot Dogs for arating than that first walk
clared.
around the block,” he said.
life tremendously.”
He stepped toward a “Don’t a three- or four-week class
“It’s like a whole new
asaunders@dispatch.com
Walk” signal, his partial deaf- and a different, more mature
world.”
dog.
ness muffling the sounds of
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As I slipped on the mask,
my confidence faded to
black along with my world.
For four weeks I had
interviewed Pilot Dogs
students, followed them on
walks, recorded their successes and setbacks. I understood basic guide-dog
training: the commands,
the routes, the common
mistakes.
I felt sufficiently prepared,
then, for
an experiment:
taking a
guide dog
on a short
walk,
blindfolded.
AMY
Yet the
S AU N D E R S succinct
advice one
student offered before I left
made no mention of skill or
technique.
“Trust your dog,” he said.
“That’s all you need to
know.”
Outside the school, my
first impression of blindness seemed embarrassingly obvious: Wait. How can I
walk like this? I can’t even
see. I can’t see.
Before I could speak,
trainer Steve Hoyt offered
instructions: “Find your
dog; find your harness.”
Frantically, I waved a
hand around in search of
my black Labrador, a slight
rush of self-pity washing
over me.
The comfort of finding
Tory didn’t last long as she
and I set off for a walk
around the block nearest
the school.
My harness hand
bounced with the dog’s
wiggling stride as I staggered to follow her down
the sidewalk. Not until I felt
grass beneath my feet did I
discover the crookedness of
my path.
When Tory paused at the
first curb, I reached out my
right foot to feel for it. Realizing that I’d stopped short,
I pawed the pavement until
I nearly stumbled over the
edge.
The sound of passing
cars made my heart race,
even though I knew I was
in no danger. Seven-yearold Tory is a guide-dog
veteran, and Steve, like all
the school’s trainers,
wouldn’t let anything happen to me.
Still, the walk was terrifying.
Working to gain control, I
tried to visualize the route
I’d followed many times
when accompanying the
students. I pictured the
buildings I’d pass and the
alleys I’d cross.
I tried to show off my
mental map when Tory
stopped at a curb: I asked
Steve whether we should
turn right onto Rich Street.
“This is the parking lot,”
he told me.
I thought I’d have a huge
advantage over the students, having studied the
area first with my eyes.
Blindfolded, though, I had
no idea where I was.
The walk was simple —
few decisions, no street
crossings — yet I struggled
to manage it.
And I’m not even Randy
Bailey, who hadn’t walked
much in years.
Or Elaine Brittain, fearful
that a fall could break her
bones.
Or Phil Jackson, who can
neither see nor hear his
surroundings.
Yet for me, even Tory
swerving on the sidewalk
proved problematic. I didn’t
understand what she was
doing, worried where she
was taking me.
I slowed my steps, pulling
on her in a moment of
uncertainty: What if she
continues into the street?
Tory didn’t, though. She
wouldn’t.
“She’s just taking you
around some leaves,” Steve
told me. “She doesn’t want
you to step on them.”
In other words: Trust
your dog; that’s all you
need to know.
Amy Saunders is a Dispatch reporter.
asaunders@dispatch.com

